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Background: Apathy is a pervasive neuropsychiatric syndrome in people with

neurocognitive and psychiatric disorders. The diagnostic criteria for apathy (DCA)

have been revised in 2018.

Objectives: Employing the 2018 DCA, in the present study, we investigated in

groups of elderly subjects suffering from different neuropsychiatric disorders (a) the

apathy prevalence; (b) the most commonly affected apathy dimensions (behavior/

cognition, emotion, and social interaction); (c) the sensitivity and specificity of those

dimensions for apathy diagnosis; and (d) the concurrent validity of 2018 DCA com-

pared with the 2009 DCA.

Methods: This multicenter survey included 166 subjects. Each center checked the

presence of apathy in subjects belonging to the following DSM‐5 diagnoses: mild

neurocognitive disorders (mild NCDs); major NCDs; affective disorders (Aff D); and

subjective cognitive decline (SCD).

Results: The frequency of apathy varied significantly based on the diagnostic

groups (0% of subjects with apathy in the SCD group; 25% in the mild NCD group;

77% in the major NCD group; and 57% in the Aff. D group). All subjects with apathy

fulfilled the criteria for the behavior/cognition dimension, 73.1% fulfilled the criteria

for the emotion dimension, and 97.4% fulfilled the criteria for the social interaction

dimension. Behavior/cognition showed the highest sensitivity, the copresence of

emotion and social interaction the highest specificity. The concordance between

the 2009 and the 2018 DCA indicated an almost perfect agreement.

Conclusions: These results are consistent with previous reports and confirm that

the social interaction dimension added to the 2018 DCA is present in most of sub-

jects with apathy referred to specialized memory centers.
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Key points

• Apathy prevalence ranged from 0% in elderly subjects

with subjective memory decline, to 25% in subjects with

mild neurocognitive disorders, to 57% in subjects with

affective disorders, to 77% in subjects with major

neurocognitive disorders.

• Behavior/cognition and social interaction were the most

common apathy dimensions across diagnostic groups.

• A reduction in activity self‐initiation was the most

common example across dimensions and diagnostic

groups.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Apathy is a pervasive neuropsychiatric symptom characterized by a

reduction in goal‐directed behavior and activity that persists over time

and causes identifiable functional impairment.1 Reduction of activity

can be found in different domains, including goal‐directed behavior,

cognitive activity, and emotions.2 Apathy is very common in elderly

people with neurocognitive and psychiatric disorders. It represents

the most common behavioral and psychological symptom in people

with Alzheimer's disease (AD)3 and is prevalent in other conditions,

such as Parkinson's disease (PD)4 and vascular dementia.5 It is also

found among important proportions of individuals following stroke

and traumatic brain injury6 and in psychiatric conditions such as major

depressive disorders7 and schizophrenia.8 The presence of apathy sig-

nificantly affects the patient's and caregivers' quality of life.9,10 In peo-

ple with neurodegenerative disorders, apathy can appear at the early

stages of the disease progression, and the presence of apathy can be

associated to a faster cognitive and functional decline.11,12 Apathy

can be found also in healthy elderly people with subjective cognitive

decline (SCD), a condition characterized by self‐reported cognitive

problems in absence of objective cognitive dysfunction,13 and in a

minor percentage of healthy young adults.14

On the basis of the classical apathy definition,1,15 Robert et al.16 in

2009 proposed a set of diagnostic criteria for apathy (DCA) that

patients with brain disorders should meet to receive an apathy diagno-

sis. Specifically, based on the 2009 DCA, a patient is diagnosed with

apathy when he/she meets four criteria (A to D). Criterion A specifies

the presence of a loss of (or diminished) motivation in comparison with

the previous level of functioning. Criterion B stipulates the presence

of symptoms in at least two of three domains (B1: behavior; B2: cog-

nition; and B3: emotion) for at least 4 weeks, and present most of the

time. Criterion C specifies that the symptoms (A and B) must cause

clinically significant impairment. Criterion D specifies that the symp-

toms (A and B) should not be exclusively due to external factors (eg,

the physiological effects of a substance).

In the last decade, there have been considerable advances in the

domain of apathy, including its biological and neural bases,17 which

led a group of experts to propose a revision of the 2009 DCA.18 The

2018 DCA are reported in Table 1. The 2018 DCA keep the same

structure (criteria A to D) compared with the 2009 DCA. However,

major modifications were performed to criteria A and B:

Criterion A: The term motivation was replaced by goal‐directed

behavior. The definition of apathy as a disorder of motivation has been

extensively criticized,2 as “motivation” is a psychological interpretation

of behavioral internal states, which may be difficult to measure objec-

tively. “Goal‐directed behavior” is easier to observe and is thus more

adapted to provide an empirical definition of apathy.

Criterion B: The list of domains proposed in the 2009 DCA (B1:

behavior; B2: cognition; and B3: emotion) was modified. First, behav-

ior and cognition were associated in a single category (B1: “behavior/

cognition”). Even if the behavior/cognition dimension is very broad, in

clinical practice, it is difficult to dissociate cognitive from behavioral

deficits because both result in diminished observable activity. Second,
“social interaction” was added as a separate dimension (B3), given that

this was found as a dissociate apathy dimension in healthy people.14

“Emotion” was maintained as a separate dimension (B2), as there is

convincing evidence that emotional blunting can be dissociated from

the behavior/cognition dimension in different disorders.19

The aim of the present multicenter survey was to test the 2018

DCA in elderly patients suffering from neurocognitive disorders

(NCDs), affective disorders (Aff D), and people with SCD. Specifically,

the objectives were (a) to estimate the prevalence of subjects meeting

the 2018 DCA within these different diagnostic groups; (b) to identify

the most frequently met criterion B dimensions and examples in each

diagnostic group; (c) to estimate the sensitivity and specificity of each

criterion B dimension and combinations of dimensions; and (d) to esti-

mate the concurrent validity of the 2018 DCA compared with the

2009 DCA.
2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants

This cross‐sectional, observational survey involved 166 subjects from

five centers (Table 2). Data were collected in a 4‐month timeframe

(June to September 2018). Subjects were included if they met one

of the following diagnoses, based on the DSM‐5: mild NCDs; major

NCDs; Aff D (depressive, anxiety and bipolar disorders); and SCD.20

Informed consent was obtained from each subject. Subjects were

excluded if they presented premorbid mental retardation or

brain disorders not included in the previous list.
2.2 | Clinical interview

Subjects were assessed during their regular clinical visit by a trained

clinician (psychiatrist, neurologist, or psychologist). At the end of the

visit, clinicians checked the presence of the 2018 DCA based on a clin-

ical interview. When present, caregivers participated to the interview.



TABLE 1 Apathy diagnosis criteria 2018

Apathy diagnosis criteria 2018

CRITERION A: A quantitative reduction of goal‐directed activity either in the behavioral, cognitive, emotional, or social dimension in comparison with the

patient's previous level of functioning in these areas. These changes may be reported by the patient himself or by observation of others.

CRITERION B: Presence of at least two of the following three dimensions for a period of at least 4 weeks and present most of the time.

B1. BEHAVIOR & COGNITION

Loss of, or diminished, goal‐directed behavior and cognitive activity as evidenced by at least one of the following:

General level of activity: The patient has a reduced level of activity either at home or work, makes less effort to initiate or accomplish tasks spontaneously,

or needs to be prompted to perform them.

Persistence of activity: He/she is less persistent in maintaining an activity or conversation, finding solutions to problems, or thinking of alternative ways to

accomplish them if they become difficult.

Making choices: He/she has less interest or takes longer to make choices when different alternatives exist (eg, selectingTV programs, preparing meals, and

choosing from a menu).

Interest in external issue: He/she has less interest or react less to news, either good or bad, or has less interest in doing new things

Personal wellbeing: He/she less interested in his/her own health and wellbeing or personal image (general appearance, grooming, clothes, etc.).

B2. EMOTION

Loss of, or diminished, emotion as evidenced by at least one of the following:

Spontaneous emotions: The patient shows less spontaneous (self‐generated) emotions for their own affairs, or appears less interested in events that

should matter to him/her or to people that he/she knows well.

Emotional reactions to environment: He/she expresses less emotional reaction in response to positive or negative events in his/her environment that

affect him/her or people he/she knows well (eg, when things go well or bad, responding to jokes, or events on a TV program or a movie, or when

disturbed or prompted to do things he/she would prefer not to do).

Impact on others: He/she is less concerned about the impact of his/her actions or feelings on people around him/her.

Empathy: He/she is less empathetic to others' emotions or feelings (eg, becoming happy or sad when someone is happy or sad, or being moved when

others need help).

Verbal or physical expressions: He/she shows less verbal or physical reaction that reveals his/her emotional states.

B3. SOCIAL INTERACTION

Loss of, or diminished, engagement in social interaction as evidenced by at least one of the following:

Spontaneous social initiative: the patient takes less initiative in spontaneously proposing social or leisure activities to family or others.

Environmentally stimulated social interaction: He/she participates less, or is less comfortable or more indifferent to social or leisure activities suggested

by people around him/her.

Relationship with family members: He/she shows less interest in family members (eg, to know what is happening to them, to meet them or make

arrangements to contact them).

Verbal interaction: He/she is less likely to initiate a conversation, or he/she withdraws soon from it.

Homebound: He/she prefer to stays at home more frequently or longer than usual and show less interest in getting out to meet people.

CRITERION C: These symptoms (A and B) cause clinically significant impairment in personal, social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.

CRITERION D: The symptoms (A and B) are not exclusively explained or due to physical disabilities (eg, blindness and loss of hearing), to motor

disabilities, to diminished level of consciousness, to the direct physiological effects of a substance (eg, drug of abuse and a medication), or to major

changes in the patient's environment.

TABLE 2 Centers participating in the study, number of subjects, and diagnostic categories

Center n = 166 Diagnostic Categories of Included Subjects

Nice (France) 76 SCD (N = 6); mild NCD (N = 33); major NCD (N = 29); Aff D (N = 8)

San Paulo (Brazil) 35 SCD (N = 5); mild NCD (N = 19); major NCD (N = 11)

Madrid (Spain) 26 mild NCD (N = 2); major NCD (N = 9); Aff D (N = 15)

Paris (France) 24 mild NCD (N = 12); major NCD (N = 12)

Maastricht (the Netherlands) 5 mild NCD (N = 2); major NCD (N = 3)

Abbreviations: Aff D, affective disorders; major NCD, major neurocognitive disorders; Mild NCD, mild neurocognitive disorders; SCD: subjective cognitive

decline.
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Guidelines on how to perform this interview, and how to collect the

relevant information, were provided to all the centers. In summary,

the DCA assessment was mainly based on the symptoms observed

during the interview (answers to questions, spontaneous emotional

and verbal expressions, attitude and involvement in the relationship,
and scores on behavioral assessment scales). The observed symptoms

could be enriched, when available, with information on (a) the sub-

ject's history, social relations, and personality; (b) daily life or behav-

ioral disorders reported by caregivers; (c) subject's involvement and

attitude during cognitive testing or in other situations (individual or
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group stimulation sessions); and (d) information obtained through new

technologies (video, audio, or motion sensors).

For a diagnosis of apathy, the subjects should fulfill criteria A, B, C,

and D (seeTable 1). In the Nice center, for 52 subjects, clinicians were

asked to fill in both the 2009 DCA16 and the 2018 DCA.18 The order

of filling in the two DCA versions was randomized across subjects.
2.3 | Statistical analysis

Descriptive analyses were conducted using percent and frequency for

qualitative variables and mean with standard deviations (SDs) for

quantitative variables. For demographical, clinical, and diagnostic char-

acteristics of apathy data, group comparisons were performed with χ2

tests or Fisher exact test for qualitative variables and Student t tests,

Wilcoxon‐Mann‐Whitney test, or analysis of variance (ANOVA) for

quantitative variables. Analyses were performed for the whole popula-

tion and for each diagnostics of apathy. Sensitivity and specificity

were calculated to evaluate the link between apathy diagnosis and

the three criteria of apathy. To estimate the concurrent validity of

2018 DCA compared with the 2009 DCA, Cohen's κ was employed.
TABLE 3 Demographics and frequency of diagnostic criteria for apathy i

N Sex ratio M/F (%

Total population 166 65/101 (39.2/60

SCD 13 5/8 (38.5/61

Mild NCD 68 27/41 (39.7/60

Major NCD 64 25/39 (39.1/60

Aff D 21 8/13 (38.1/61

Abbreviations: Aff D, affective disorders; major NCD, major neurocognitive diso

decline.

FIGURE 1 Percentage of subjects presenting the three B dimensions c
subjects. DCA+, patients fulfilling the diagnostic criteria for apathy; DCA−
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
A P value less than .05 was considered significant. Statistical analyses

were done with R software, version 3.5.1.
3 | RESULTS

The demographical and clinical characteristics of the whole population

as well as of each diagnostic group are shown inTable 3. Seventy‐eight

subjects (47%) fulfilled the DCA (criteria A, B, C, and D). Subjects with

apathy (DCA+) were significantly older compared with subjects without

apathy (DCA−); t(65,9) = 6.34, P = .001). No gender differences were

found (χ2 = .22, P = .642). The distribution of DCA+ subjects varied sig-

nificantly based on the diagnostic group (χ2 = 48.06, P < .001), with no

(0%) DCA+ subjects in the SCD group, 25.0% in the mild NCD group,

76.6% in the major NCD group, and 57.1% in the Aff D group.
3.1 | Criterion B

To fulfill criterion B, subjects should show impairments in at least two

of the three apathy dimensions (B1: behavior/cognition; B2: emotion;
n the diagnostic groups

) Age, Mean (SD) N DCA+ (%)

.8) 74.5 (8.5) 78 (47.0)

.5) 69.1 (4.8) 0 (0)

.3) 74.3 (8.5) 17 (25.0)

.9) 76.2 (8.5) 49 (76.6)

.9) 71.7 (9.4) 12 (57.1)

rders; Mild NCD, mild neurocognitive disorders; SCD: subjective cognitive

riteria according to the diagnostic categories in the DCA+ and DCA‐
, patients not fulfilling the diagnostic criteria for apathy [Colour figure

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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and B3: social interaction). Each dimension is evidenced by at least

one of five examples/situations.

3.1.1 | Subjects meeting the DCA

The DCA+ group included 78 subjects (17 subjects with mild NCD, 49

with major NCD, and 12 with Aff D). In the DCA+ group, all subjects

(100%) fulfilled the criteria for dimension B1, 73.1% fulfilled dimen-

sion B2, and 97.4% fulfilled dimension B3. B1 and B3 were more fre-

quently associated (ie, both present; 97.4%) compared with B1 and B2

(73.1%) and B2 and B3 (70.5%). 70.5% of subjects fulfilled all the three

criterion B dimensions. The percentage of participants fulfilling the
FIGURE 2 Percentage of subjects who present the five clinical examples
the dimensions (A) behavior/cognition; (B) emotion; and (C) social interact
patients not fulfilling the diagnostic criteria for apathy [Colour figure can b
three criterion B dimensions in the different diagnostic groups is

reported in Figure 1.

In all diagnostic groups, B1 and B3 were present in more than 90%

of subjects. Subjects fulfilling B2 criterion increased from mild NCD

(58.8%) to major NCD (73.5%) to Aff D (91.7%). The percentage of

subjects reporting each of the five examples for the three dimensions

is reported in Figure 2.

B1: Behavior/cognition

In the DCA+ group, the most common example across diagnostic

groups was a reduction in the general level of activity (B1‐A), which

was present in more than 95% of subjects in each diagnostic group.
according to the diagnostic category for DCA+ and DCA− subjects for
ion. DCA+, patients fulfilling the diagnostic criteria for apathy; DCA−,
e viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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The examples B1‐A (an index of the behavioral dimension) and B1‐D (an

index of the cognitive dimension) were associated in 62.8% of the par-

ticipants (61.5% in which B1‐A and B1‐D were both present; 1.3% in

which they were both absent; 35.9% in which B1‐A was present and

B1‐D absent; and 1.3% in which B1‐A was absent and B1‐D present).

B2: Emotion

The most common example was a reduction in spontaneous emotions

(B2‐A) for the mild NCD group (53%) and the Aff D group (83%) and a

loss of environment‐stimulated emotional reactions (B2‐B) for the

major NDC group (57%).

B3: Social interaction

The most common example across diagnostic groups was a reduction

in spontaneous social initiative (B3‐A), which was present in more than

85% of subjects in each diagnostic group.

3.1.2 | Subjects NOT meeting the DCA

The DCA− group included 88 subjects (13 subjects with SCD, 51 sub-

jects with mild NCD, 15 with major NCD, and nine with Aff D). In the

DCA− group, the B1 dimension was present in 38.6% of subjects, B2

in 15.9%, and B3 in 34.1% of subjects. B1 and B3 were associated

(ie, both present) in 22.7% of subjects. B1 and B2 were both present

in 11.4% of subjects. B2 and B3 were both present in 9.1% of
TABLE 4 Sensitivity and specificity for each B dimension (B1, B2, and B

DCA− DCA+
n (%) n (

B1

No 54 (61.4) 0 (

Yes 34 (38.6) 78 (

B2

No 74 (84.1) 21 (

Yes 14 (15.9) 57 (

B3

No 58 (65.9) 2 (

Yes 30 (34.1) 76 (

B1 and B2

No 78 (88.6) 21 (

Yes 10 (11.4) 57 (

B1 and B3

No 68 (77.3) 2 (

Yes 20 (22.7) 76 (

B2 and B3

No 80 (90.9) 23 (

Yes 8 (9.1) 55 (

B1, B2, and B3

No 82 (93.2) 23 (

Yes 6 (6.8) 55 (
subjects. 6.8% of subjects fulfilled all the three criterion B dimensions.

The percentage of subjects fulfilling the three criterion B dimensions

in the different diagnostic groups is reported in Figure 1. The percent-

age of subjects reporting each of the five examples for the three

dimensions is reported in Figure 2. The distributions of participants

fulfilling the three B subcriteria, as well as the reported examples,

are similar to those in the DCA+ group.

3.1.3 | Criterion B dimensions: Sensitivity and
specificity

To explore which criterion B dimensions (B1: behavior/cognition; B2:

emotion; and B3: social interaction) were associated to the presence

of the DCA (that is, fulfilling criteria A, B, C, and D), we calculated

the sensitivity and specificity for each B dimension (B1, B2, and B3)

and for each combination of dimensions (B1 + B2; B1 + B3;

B2 + B3; and B1 + B2 + B3). Results are presented in Table 4.

Dimensions B1 and B3 showed a very high sensitivity, meaning that

their presence is strongly associated to presence of apathy (DCA+).

Dimension B2 showed a lower sensitivity but a higher specificity com-

pared with B1 and B3, meaning that the absence of B2 is a good predic-

tor of absence of apathy (DCA−). In terms of dimensions' combinations,

the highest sensitivity was found for the copresence of B1 and B3.

However, this was not higher compared with the sensitivity of B1 and

B3 alone. The highest specificity was found for the copresence of B2
3) and combination of dimensions

%) P value Sensitivity Specificity

<.001

0.0) 1 0.614

100.0)

<.001

26.9) 0.731 0.841

73.1)

<.001

2.6) 0.974 0.659

97.4)

<.001

26.9) 0.731 0.886

73.1)

<.001

2.6) 0.974 0.773

97.4)

<.001

29.5) 0.705 0.932

70.5)

<.001

29.5) 0.705 0.932

70.5)
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and B3 and for the simultaneous copresence of B1, B2, and B3. The

specificity of these dimensions' combinations was higher compared

with the presence of B2 alone.
3.2 | Comparison between the 2009 DCA and the
2018 DCA

The subgroup in which subjects were classified based on the two ver-

sions of the DCA16,18 was composed by 52 subjects (29 females and

23 males; mean age = 74.6 years, SD = 7.9 years; and two with

SCD, 31 with Mild NCD, 15 with Major NCD, and four with Aff D),

20 of whom were classified as DCA+ based on the 2018 DCA (38.5%).

Apathy diagnosis

The concordance between the 2009 and the 2018 DCA was 96.2%,

with Cohen's κ coefficient = .92 (almost perfect agreement). All the

subjects classified as having apathy employing the 2018 DCA were

also classified as having apathy employing the 2009 DCA. Concerning

the subjects classified as DCA− in the 2018 DCA (N = 32), 30 of them

were also classified as DCA− employing the 2009 DCA (57.7%). The

remaining two subjects were classified as having apathy in the 2009

DCA (3.8%).

Criterion B

In the 2009 DCA, criterion B included three dimensions: B1, behavior;

B2, cognition; and B3, emotion. The list of dimensions was updated in

the 2018 to B1: behavior/cognition (B1 + B2 in the 2009 DCA); B2:

emotion (B3 in the 2009 DCA); and B3: social interaction (not present

in the 2009 DCA). Concerning the 2018 B1 dimension (behavior/cog-

nition), the concordance with the 2009 B1 (behavior) + B2 (cognition)

dimensions was 98.1%, with Cohen's κ coefficient = .96 (almost per-

fect agreement). There was disagreement only for one subject

(1.9%), who was classified as positive to the 2018 behavior/cognition

dimension but negative to both behavior and cognition dimensions in

the 2009 DCA. The concordance on the emotion dimension (B3 in the

2009 DCA, B2 in the 2018 DCA) was 90.4%, with Cohen's κ coeffi-

cient = .75 (substantial agreement). Specifically, three subjects (5.8%)

were classified as positive to emotion dimension in the 2018 DCA

and negative in the 2009 DCA. And two subjects (3.8%) were classi-

fied as negative to the emotion dimension in the 2018 DCA but pos-

itive to the emotion dimension in the 2009 DCA. This may be partially

due to a slight difference between the reported examples in the two

versions.
4 | DISCUSSION

The first objective of the present survey was to investigate the prev-

alence of subjects meeting the 2018 DCA in people with

neurocognitive and affective disorders and with subjective memory

decline. Apathy has been described as the most frequent behavioral

symptom in AD and other dementias.21 A literature review22 indicated

that its frequency ranges from 55% to 80% in studies using the
Neuropsychiatric Inventory and from 37% to 86% in studies using

specific apathy scales. The present study showed that using the

2018 DCA, the apathy frequency in major NCD is of almost 77%,

close to the higher end of the range and significantly higher than that

found using the 2009 DCA in people with AD (55%).19 This difference

may depend on the fact that we employed the new DSM‐5–based

diagnostic category “Major NDC,” which includes subjects with cogni-

tive impairment due to different etiologies (AD, but also vascular

dementia, mixed dementia, etc.). For instance, in the same study, the

percentage of people with apathy was over 70% in people with vascu-

lar dementia.19 The percentage of participants with apathy in the mild

NCD group was 25%. This is consistent to what has been found in

previous studies in people with mild cognitive impairment (with per-

centages ranging from 11% to 43%)17 and confirms that the presence

of apathy is lower in subjects without significant impairments in activ-

ities in daily living. The prevalence of apathy in people with Mild NCD

in the present study was lower compared with what found in subjects

affected by other age‐related conditions, such as PD. Recent studies

found that the prevalence of apathy was around 35% to 38% in PD

subjects without dementia23,24 and that, in PD, apathy was associated

with higher cognitive decline, an increased risk of comorbid depres-

sion and more severe disability.25 In our study, 57% of subjects were

classified as having apathy in the affective disorders group, which

included people with major depression, anxiety, and bipolar disorders.

In people with major depression, the percentage of people with apathy

has been found to be higher because of the partial overlap between

apathy and depression (eg, 94%19; 68%26). However, here we also

included people with anxiety and bipolar disorders, which likely

resulted in a lower global prevalence rate. However, the sample size

for the affective disorders group was small, so it is difficult to derive

strong conclusions.

The second objective of the present study was to identify the most

frequently met criterion B dimensions and examples in each diagnostic

group. Results suggested that B1 (behavior/cognition) was present in

the totality of DCA+ participants. The most commonly reported exam-

ple was a reduction in the general level of activity (an index of behav-

ior), followed by a reduced persistency in completing activities

(behavior) for people with NCD and by reduced interests (cognition)

in people with affective disorders. This suggests the interest of analyz-

ing more in detail the reasons for meeting criterion B1. In larger cohort

studies, it may be interesting to check whether the clinical profile of

people with higher behavioral symptoms is different from that of peo-

ple with higher cognitive symptoms. B3 (social Interaction), which was

not present in the 2009 DCA, was the second most common criterion,

present in 97% of the total population. A reduction of social initiative

and of the response to social activities proposed by others were the

most commonly reported examples. Behavioral and social apathy were

found to be frequently associated also in other age‐related conditions,

such as PD.23 Finally, criterion B2 (emotion) varied across diagnostic

categories, ranging from 59% in the mild NCD, to 73% in the major

NCD, to 92% in the Aff D. A result in spontaneous emotion was the

most common example, followed by reduced environment‐stimulated

emotional reactions and by an overall reduction of emotional
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expressions for people with Aff D. These results are comparable with

those found in previous studies in people with NCD and PD19,23,24

and confirm that emotion represents a separate apathy dimension.

Interestingly, for all the B dimensions, a deficit in self‐initiated activi-

ties was the most commonly reported example. This is consistent with

other studies19 and confirms that deficits in auto‐activation represent

a hallmark of apathy.2,16 Interestingly, the analysis of the presence of

criterion B dimensions in subjects without apathy (DCA−) suggests

that single B dimensions (and combinations of several dimensions)

can be present in large percentages of the population (over 50% for

people with major NCD and Aff D) even if these people do not meet

the full spectrum of apathy criteria. We believe that it is interesting

to take the presence of criterion B dimensions into account for

DCA− people because we can hypothesize that this represents a risk

factor for the conversion to DCA+. Quantitative apathy scales, such

as the Apathy Inventory (AI),27 the Dimensional Apathy Scale (DAS),28

or the ApathyMotivation Index (AMI),14 should be used in combination

with the DCA to explore if the intensity of the apathy symptoms is

comparable in the DCA+ and the DCA− people.

Concerning criterion B's sensitivity and specificity (objective III),

dimension B1 showed the highest sensitivity (followed by B3), mean-

ing that its presence was strongly associated to presence of apathy

(DCA+). This suggests that merging behavior and cognition (in the

2009 DCA) in a single category leads to a strong apathy index. The

highest specificity was found for the copresence of B2 and B3, mean-

ing that the absence of both B2 and B3 is the best predictor of the

absence of apathy (DCA−).

Finally, the concordance between the 2009 and the 2018 CDA,

estimated on a subsample of participants, was 96.2%, indicating an

almost perfect agreement. This suggests that the new studies that will

employ the 2018 DCA should lead to results comparable with those

obtained in the literature employing the 2009 DCA. However, the

two versions of the criteria were filled in by the same clinicians (in ran-

domized order). It is thus possible that judgement of the second DCA

version was biased.
5 | CONCLUSIONS

This is the first survey that employed the 2018 DCA in a sample of

older adults with different neurocognitive and affective disorders in

comparison with the 2009 DCA. We reported the percentage of par-

ticipants meeting the 2018 DCA, each criterion B dimension, and each

criterion B example. These detailed results may be of interest for

researchers and clinicians working on apathy, as they indicate com-

mon areas of impairment in different disorders, which may be relevant

to propose adapted trainings for patients.

Despite its interest, we acknowledge that this survey has several

limitations. First, the sample size is quite small, especially for people

with SCD (N = 13) and Aff D (N = 21). Bigger sample sizes are needed

to verify that the prevalence estimates made in the present study are

representative of the overall population. Second, we employed a non-

random sample, and it is likely that the prevalence estimates coming
from a convenience clinical sample are more prone to bias than for a

population‐based study. Third, the concordance between 2009 and

2018 DCA was very high; however, the concordance was only

assessed with French clinicians. This must be verified in other lan-

guages. Finally, with the study being a survey, we did not collect pre-

cise clinical information concerning the severity of the etiology and

the disease and the subjects' clinical profile, which may contribute to

explain part of the variability in apathy. Similarly, we did not assess

apathy severity. The next step consists in conducting larger and more

detailed clinical studies to investigate the prevalence of apathy in dif-

ferent age‐related disorders.
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